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Artinii.Pro & FilmOne
COMPANY INTRODUCTION

is a cloud-tech driven company, providing revolutionary solutions for secure digital 
distribution of audio-visual content.

The DaaS (Delivery as a Service), and US patent pending suite of tools and products, 
represent the core of Artinii’s business and fulfill the company’s goal to simplify the 
distribution process, broaden films target audiences, and make it easier for filmmakers, 
producers, distributors, and IP owners to reach audiences worldwide.

Artinii.Pro

FilmOne Entertainment
is an independent entertainment company focused on the distribution and production of film content, 
within and outside the Nigerian territory. Distributing and producing a wide range of mainstream and 
commercial pictures, including international and indigenous films.
The FilmOne team comprises of West Africa’s most recognized professionals in film distribution, 
production, marketing, and general consulting.

www.artinii.pro

www.filmoneng.com

http://www.artinii.pro
http://www.filmoneng.com


FilmOne Entertainment
NIGERIA

FilmOne currently distributes 
Disney and WB content, in 
addition to major local 
(Nollywood) films.

FilmOne is the largest 
distributor in Nigeria & West 
Africa.

FilmOne is also the biggest 
cinema owner: FilmHouse.

Nigeria currently only have 77 
cinemas, and FilmHouse is the 
market leader with 
16 cinemas.



low cost, centralised 
distribution of content to 

local cinemas, high 
security of the content.

Film One is actively using Artinii.Pro 
technology to deliver its Nollywood 

films to 

3-5 locations.

The screenings were held at 5 locations. 
A total of 

9496 shows 

were recorded between July 2021 and 
October 2022.

Benefits

Artinii.Pro & FilmOne
THE PARTNERSHIP

FilmOne is the first partner of Artinii.Pro  to be active on African continent.

Films with a set number of approved shows are delivered directly from client´s Artinii.pro 
account by using the Content Delivery tool. Various local films distributed, including A 
Simple Lie, Bad Comments, Christmas in Miami, ILE OWO, Passport, The Set Up, Yahoo +.



Artinii Content Delivery
PRODUCT

Streamlines the delivery of content for public or theatrical screenings 
at destinations anywhere in the world, including cinemas, schools, 
restaurants, pop-up cinemas, institutions, and more.

Say goodbye to KDMs, Drives, DVDs, Blu-Ray Discs, FTPs or MP4s, 
improve the protection of your content and dramatically reduce 
distribution costs.

Easy administration of the delivery process from your 
web-based dashboard.

Set number of approved shows and have full control 
over every single screening that happens anywhere in 
the world.

A detailed overview of the number of licenses used as 
well as the screenings that have/will take(n) place.

Straightforward selection of subtitles and language 
version.



Artinii Cinema Player
TECHNOLOGY ACP

The proprietary ACP is completely free and very easy to use. 
Any film delivered for public screenings by Artini.Pro can for security reasons only be screened using the ACP.

The ACP enables offline playback for all public screenings.
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